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Charleton's love of mystification. He Lad, as a matter of
fact, been told all about us by one of our fellow-passen-
gers a few moments before.) 'You're an author too, sir?'
(Charleton turned to me.) 'You really must forgive me for
not knowing. I live in Sleepy Hollow. I say, I do hope
you're not angry with me? I ought to have said: Are you
both, by any chance, relations of the authors? Never
mind—you two youngsters must bear with an old man
who's got one foot in the grave. I hope when you cozne to
my age you'll be able to say: I enjoyed every minute of
it! Oh, I've been very lucky. I've had a wonderful life.
I'm the luckiest man in the world. My father was the
most upright man I ever knew: he was a manager of the
Bank of England. I knew Brooke, you know. We were at
Cambridge together. I admit I'm a gambler. I could have
had anything I wanted from life. Anything. But I played
too hard and I lived too hard. They offered to make me a
don. Not because I was a great scholar; it was for my
rowing. I made a fortune in Shanghai, Lost every penny
of it. Who cares? What is success if you're miserable? I'm
the happiest man alive!'
I suppose we had already agreed to stay at Journey's
End. Or perhaps we hadn't. Anyhow, here we were,
bundled into an ancient car with steering-gear like a rou-
lette wheel, bumping through the green countryside, to-
wards the lucid blue of the Kuling mountains. From the
village where we stopped Charleton led us uphill, along a
path which crossed and recrossed the mountain stream
by stepping-stones apd tumbledown rustic bridges. The
house, with its deep porches, stood on a terrace, looking
down the glen. Beneath it the torrent had been dammed
to make a swimming-pool ('like swimmers into cleanness
leaping', Mr. Charleton had quoted in his latest adver-
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